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ABSTRACT:We recorded the height of a granitic fault surface as
a function of position along one-dimensionalprofiles. We showthat
the profilesexhibit an "anisotropic"scalinginvariance: self-affinity.
The differencebetweenthe maximum and the minimum height, and
the standard deviation of the height, over a length L are propor-

is the roughness or Hurst exponent. Let us note that for a selfsimilar invariance, ( is unity. In this case, both scaling factors are
equal.

tional to L½,where( • 0.84. Other propertiessuchas the Return

MEASUREMENTS

Probability distribution or the Power Spectrum of the profile comfort this result. This self-affne property is in good agreementwith
recent works on artificial

fractured

surfaces.

Previous

AND SELF-AFFINE

ANALYSIS

Using a field surfaceprofiler, we have studied the topography
of one natural rock surface. This instrument provides raw profiles

studies at field

(heightfunctionof position:h(x)), seefigurela, of morethan one

scale are consistentwith this concept.

thousand points with a sampling interval of 0.5mm. The x and
h resolutions are respectively 0.1 and 0.2mm. The range of scale
investigatedis from 1 mm to 1 m. Eighteen independentprofiles
were recorded over a granitic fault plane at "Mayet de Montagne"

INTRODUCTION

The morphologyof fractured surfacesappearsat first sight to be
very different dependingon the material, its fracture mechanismand
the scale of observation. Nevertheless,it is fundamental to have a
faithful descriptionof the surfacegeometry-- at least from a statistical point of view -- in as much as it controls physical properties of
the fracture

(:)

(France)[Bernasconi,
1991]. They are transverseto the local direction of slip (at large scale,motionis not well defined). We report
below the analysis of six of these profiles. Prior to any analysis,
we substracted from the raw profile a linear function so as to reset
the height of the first and last point to zero as shown in Fig. lb.

such as

- contactandfriction[Obukoand Dietrich,1984]; e.g. [Tullis,1988]
suggestsa relationshipbetween a distanceparameter controlledby
the surfaceroughnessand a characteristiclength of the friction law.
- permeability,sincefracture aperture is directly related to the roughnessof the two surfacesin contact [Brown, 1987; Brown, 1989;

This definesa reference"mean"fractureplane. (Other choices
have
alsobeen consideredsuchas substractinga linear regressionthrough
the raw profile, and this doesnot affect significantlythe results ob-

tained).

Thompson1991].
- wetting [de Gennes,1985];the meniscuswill be very sensitiveto

Each profile is analyzed with three methods. The first one is a

"variablebandwidth"method[Feder,1988].A profileof lengthL is

the detailed local morphology,and as a consequence,the flow of
immiscible fluids in natural fractures, ...
Over the past ten years, a decisiveprogresshas been acheivedin
the characterizationof fracturemorphologythroughsystematicanalysis of scaleinvarianceproperties, which were observedin a number

divided in windowsor "bands" of width A indexedby the position
of the first point x0 of the band. The standard deviation of the
height, w, and the difference5 betweenthe maximum and minimum
height on each band. Both w and 5 are then averaged over the

of instances[Mandelbrot,1982;Mandelbrotet al., 1984;Termonia
and Meakin, 1986].The absenceof a typicallengthscaleis suggestive
of someunderlyingcritical phenomena[Charmet el al., 1990; Hermann and Roux, 1990]. Brownand Sholz[1985],Poweret a/.[1987]
showedthe self-similar feature of natural fault surfaces. However,
in spite of the versatility of fractal concepts,some care has to be

variousbandoriginsx0 at fixed A. Bandwidthslargerthan L/2 are
not consideredbecauseof insufficientindependantsampling. Then

(w)(A) and (6)(A) are plottedin a log-logdiagram(seefigure2).
height

taken when analyzinganisotropicstructures(obviouslydirections

180

(ITIITI)

a)

along the mean fracture plane and perpendicularto it are not to be

treatedon the samefooting). It hasbeenrecentlyreportedthat the
geometryof brittle fractureswas self-affine[Mandelbrot,1985]. In
sucha case,conceptsand tools originallydevelopedfor specifically
self-similarobject may fail [Mandelbrot,1985;Wong, 1987;Brown,
1987;Brown, 1988].
The present letter reports on the analysisof statistical features of a
natural fault surfaceat field scaleusingthree differentmethods,and
showsthat indeedthe surfaceis self-affne, and may be characterized
by a roughnessexponent very close to the one observedon fresh

fracturesurfaceof laboratoryscalesamples[Mf•10yel al., 1992].
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Let us recall some basic properties of self-affinity which are pre-
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sentedin more detailsin e.g. [Feder,1988]. A profileh(x) is selfaffne if it is (statistically)invariantunderthe affinity
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Group properties implies that tt shouldbe an homogeneousfunction
of A. The homogeneityindex ( such that
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Fig. 1. (a) is one of the 6 raw profilestakenoverthe granitic
fault surface.The heightis plottedas a functionof position. (b)
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is the filtered profile obtained by substractingthe drift between the
first point and the last one.
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This figure showsthat both quantities follow a power law of A, as
expected for self-affinewhere

Log(P(do))
-0 .:5
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Therefore, the roughnessincreasescontinuouslywith the size of the
window over which it is estimated. No absolute roughnessscale
can be defined independently of the sample size. An average of
the estimates of ( over the different profilesgive ( • 0.83 and 0.9
respectivelyfor w and 5.
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The second method is the calculation of the return probability

o

distribution. Starting from a point z0 on the profile, we compute
the distance do where for the first time, the profile reachesthe same

heighth(zo+do) = h(z0) asthat of the startingpoint. The distribution of d0 for all starting is calledthe re•urn probability distribution,

P(do). •igure 3 showsthat this distributionfollowsa powerlaw. For
self-a•ne profiles,it can be shown[17] that the return probability
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Fig. 3.
The return probabilityhistogramP(do) in a log-log
diagramfor one profile. It is the distributionof interceptlengthof
the profilewith horizontallinesstarting at eachpoint of the profile.

A bestfit is shownasa straightlineof slope-1.14(giving( = 0.86).

histogramsatisfies:

P(do)• d•-•

(4)

Our averageestimate of ( over all samplesis approximately 0.83.
The third

method

is the calculation

of the autocorrelation

contrast with self-similar profiles, where the relative roughnessis
constant.

func-

tion of the profilethroughits Fouriertransform.The powerspectrum

P(f) of the profileis the Fouriertransformof the correlationfunction (h(x • Ax). h(x)). Because
of the filtering,a signalwithoutany
residual trend is computed with the FFT and so no artefact evolv-

ing like f-• emerges
in the powerspectrum
m•king the physical
information. Figure 4 showsthat the power spectrum also follows
a power-law. For self-a•ne profiles, we expect that the power spec-

trum fulfills [Feder,1988]:

DISCUSSION

Somepreviousroughnessmeasurementswere done by Brown and

Scholz[1985]on laboratoryand field scalesamples.They recorded
profileson varioussurfaces:fresh natural joints, frictional wear surfaceformedby glaciationand a beddingplane surfaceat field scale.
In this reference, the power spectra of the different profiles were
studied and interpreted in terms of fractal dimension. The slope s
of the power spectra provideda ((fractaldimension"D definedby:

s -- -(5-

n(f)

2D). It is straighforward
to relatetheir resultto the (

exponentwe introduced. Doing so we obtain a very consistentexpo-

f-l-C

nentof ( • 0.8• 0.1 usingEq.(5), in verygoodagreement
with our
estimate.

Table 1 summarizesthe different estimatesof ( providedby the
differentmethodsof analysisand averagedover the 6 differentsam-

The roughnessof fractured surfacesexpressedin terms of selfaffinity was tested at laboratory scale on many different mate-

ples. Typical fluctuations in the estimates are also indicated. Let

rims.

us note however that these fluctuations

stone, aragonite,magnetiteor basic metamorphicrockswere analyzed and gavecomparableresults[Schmittbuhl,1991]. Mf•10y½!
aI.[1992]performedmeasurements
over variedbrittle materialsincludinggraphite,piasterof Paris, porcelainor bakeliteand reported
a roughness
exponentof order0.87. Alsoother fracturemechanisms
wereexplored. For instance,in the ductile domain, the experiments
on aluminJurealloysof Bouchaud½!M.[1990]providedagainvery

are not to be confused with

error bars on the determinationof the roughnessexponent. They do
not take into accountsystematicdeviationsthat could be due e.g. to
finite size effects. Combining all different results gives a roughness
exponent ( •. 0.84.
In the variable band with method, we also consideredother moments of the height distribution than the second.A nice power-law
was also obtained, but all those moments could be describedby a
single( exponent, without having to resort to a more general multifractal description.
It is interestingto note that the relative roughnessestimatedover

a samplesize L, w/L decreases
as the systemsize tends to infinity. Thus asymptotically, the fracture appears fiat. This property
justifies a posterJorithe way we characterizedthe fracture surface
through cuts, by probing the surface at constant intervals. Indeed
sincethe relative roughnessdecreasesto zero, overhangsif ever they
exist at a very local level, would vanish upon coarse graining, in

Log (•J) or Log(co)

Cracks surfaces on different

rocks or minerals

like sand-

similar observations:fractured surfacesappears as self- affine with
an exponentof 0.8. It is quite striking that sucha property appears
to be so independentof the material type, the fracture mechanism,
and the observationscale. The "universali]y"of the self-affinenature
of fracture surfacesseems,in our opinion, to be likely, or to be more

conservative,
we believethat the real precisionon the roughness
index that we may reasonnab]ydefend,is suchthat mostexperimental
data reported to date lies within the confidencelimits of one single
value- which dependson the space dimensionality. This "universality" implies that no information can deducedon the modeof fracture
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The difference between the maximum
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bandsof width A are shownin a log-logdiagram. The two straight

Fig. 4. The powerspectrumP(f) of the profile• a function
of the freqencyf in a log-logdiagram. A linear regression
of slope
2.60 is shown. The correspondingvalue of the roughnessexponent

linesarebestfits of slopes0.89 (-.) and0.85(--) respectively.

is 0.80.

height5 (x) andthestandard
deviation
w - v/(h2) -(h) 2 (+) on
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T^BLr•I: Estimates of roughnessexponentsand fluctuations
Measures
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point number
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Charmet J.C., S. Roux and E. Guyon, Disorder and Fracture, edited by
J.C. Charmer, S. Roux and E. Guyon, Plenum, New York, 1990.
de Gennes P.G., Wetting: statics and dynamics, Rev. Mod. Phys., 57,
827-863, 1985.
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Feder J., Fractals, Plenum, New York, 1988.
Hansen A., E.L. Hinrichsen and S. Roux, Roughnessof crack interfaces,
Phys. Rev. Left., 66, 2476-2479, 1991.
Herrmann H.J. and S. Roux, Statistical Models for Fracture of Disordered
Media, edited by H.J. Herrmann and S. Roux, Elsevier, Amsterdam,
1990.

Kardar M., G. Parisi and Y.C. Zhang, Dynamic scalingof growinginter-

beinggivenonly the roughnessindex, but on the other hand, it also
meansthat physicalconsequences
derivedfrom the self-arllnegeometry of crackscan be transposedto a wide classof differentsituations.
Albeit similar propertiescan alsobe obtainedfrom numericalsim-

ulationsin two dimensional
systems[Hansene! at., 1991],a theoretical understandingof such an "universal"scaleinvariancefor fracturedsurfacesis still lacking. A qualitativeanalogycan be developed
for perfectly plastic heterogeneous
materials, where it can be shown
through a mapping onto an exactly solvabledirected polymer
problemin two dimensions
[Kardar et at., 1986;Kardar and Zhang,
1987]and onto a directedmembraneproblemin three dimensions
that a continuous interface of plastic elements developswith a

self-affine
geometry(• = 2/3 in two dimensions).
In this paper, the field scalemeasurementsof the roughnessover a
granitic fault were analyzed. One-dimensionalprofilesrevealedwith
three methods, a scale invariance property of self-affinity characterized by an exponent • estimated to amount to 0.84. This result is
consistentwith previousstudieson fault surfacesand someworks on
artificial fracture surfaces. Physical implications of this property are
currently being investigated.
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